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Introduction

Waldspurger [15] proved that the squares of Fourier coefficientsa(n) at a

square free integer n of a modular form f(z) = J2^=i a(n)e[nz] of half integral

weight are essentiallyproportional to the criticalvalue of the zeta function at

a certain integer attached to the modular form F of even integral weight if /

corresponds to F by the Shimura correspondence *F and / is an eigen-function of

Hecke operators. Kohnen-Zagier [2],[4] determined explicitlythe constant of the

proportionality in the case of modular forms of belonging to Kohnen's spaces

S{ik+＼)/2{N,x)of weight {Ik + l)/2 and of square free level N with character /

which is a subspace of S(2k+i)/2(4N,xi), where S(2k+i)/2{4N,x＼) means the space

of modular cusp forms of half integral weight given in [10]. Kohnen-Zagier [2]

(resp. Kohnen [4]) treated the case where N = 1 (resp. N is an odd square free

integer and / is the trivialcharacter of level N) (cf. Kojima [5] and [7]).

In [10], Shimura intended to generalize such formulas to the case of Hilbert

modular forms / of halfintegral weight and succeeded in obtaining many general

interesting formulas. Among these, some explicitand useful formulas about the

proportionality constant were formulated under assumptions that / satisfiesthe

multiplicityone theorem. K. K-Makdisi [1] gave a generalization of these to the

case of Hilbert-Maass wave forms. For modular forms belonging to Kohnen's

spaces, they did not obtain the same explicitformulas as those of Kohnen and

Zagier [2],[4].

In [8], we derived such explicit formulas concerning the proportionality

constant in some cases of modular forms / of half integral weight whose

multiplicity are two and generalized results of Kohnen and Zagier in [2],[4] to
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the case of modular forms of half integral weight belonging to Kohnen's spaces

of an arbitrary odd level N and of an arbitrary primitive character modulo N.

The purpose of this paper is to generalize the results in [8] to the case of

Maass wave forms of half integral weight belonging to Kohnen's spaces. We

derive an explicitrelation between the square of a Fourier coefficienta(4n) at

a fundamental discriminant An of Maass wave forms f(z) = J2neZ-{0} a(n)'

Wa,^'(ny)e[nx] belonging to the Kohnen's space ^(2k+＼)/2,i'(^^x)of half integral

weight (2k + l)/2 and of arbitrary odd level N of an arbitrary primitive character

/, and the criticalvalue of the zeta function of the modular form F which is the

image of/under the Shimura correspondence W. The assumptions on x and the

fundamental discriminant An are technical conditions. Our methods of the proof

are the same as those of Kojima [8]. To obtain our results we need to modify

slightlythe method.

Section 0 is a preliminary section.In Section 1, we shall summarize some

results concerning Maass wave forms of half integral weight, Kohnen's spaces

and Hecke operators of Kohnen's spaces of Maass wave forms of half integral

weight. In Section 2, using these, we shalldetermine explicitlythe image of Maass

wave forms of half integral weight belonging to Kohnen's spaces under the

Shimura correspondence ＼. We show that ^o/t+nA
/'t^)^)

coincides with

a(4t)g(2w) for every f(z) = ^neZ^oa(n)Walj>(ny)e[nx]eSf{2k+l)/2jk>(N,x),

where r is a positive square free integer satisfying x = 2,3 (mod 4) and g(w) is

an element of ^ikM'^iX2)- Moreover, by a method similar to those of

Shimura [14] and Kojima [8], we shall verify an integral formula which shows

that a modular form / of half integral weight is expressed as the inner product of

a theta function and the image *F(/) of / by the Shimura correspondence *F.

Under some assumption about multiplicities,adapting the operator C/(4), we

shall verify that <0(z, w;CZ),g(2w)} = cxLt{f){z) + c2Lr(f)＼U{4)(z

modular form fe ^nk+＼)/2,k'{Na) with

LT(f)(z) + c2LT(f)＼U(4)(z) for a

some constants c＼ and cj, where

0(z,w;CZ) is a theta function and Lr(f)(z) = f(rz)zk. Furthermore, applying the

above formulas, we obtain c＼= a(4t)c3 and ci = a(4r)c4 with explicitconstants

C3 and C4. These formulas are keys for our later treatments. In Section 3, using

the resultsof Section 1, Section 2, the computation of the image of a product of

theta seriresand Eisenstein seriesby Shimura correspondence and the method of

the Rankin's convolution, under some assumptions on the multiplicity property

of Hecke operators, we shall derive an explicitconnection between the square

of Fourier coefficientsof a Maass wave form / of half integral weight and the

criticalvalue of zeta functions associated with the image *＼(/) of / by the

Shimura correspondence x＼.
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We mention that our results give a generalization of some resultsin Kojima

[8].

Finally, the author is indebted to the referee suggesting some revisions of this

naner

80. Notation and Preliminaries

We denote by Z, Q, R and C the ring of rational integers, the rational

number field,the real number field and the complex number field,respectively.

For zeC, we put e[z]= exp(2niz) and we define y/z = z1/'2so that ―n/2 <

argz1/2 ^ n/2. Further, we set zk/1 = (＼/z)kfor every k e Z. We denote by 3(z)

(resp. 9?(z)) the imaginary (resp. real) part of zeC. Let
≫SL(2,J?)denote the

group of all real matrices of degree 2 with determinant one and 9} the complex

unner half niane. i.e..

and

SL(2,R) =
Ua b

＼＼c
d

)

a. b. c and d e R and ad ― be

§) = {z ― x + iy＼ x, y e R and y > 0}

Define an action of SL(2, R) on § by

z _> y(z) =
az + b

cz + d
for all y

For positiveintegersM and M

ro(M) =

SL(2,Z) =

c

ro(i)

put

e SL(2, R)

and T[M, M'}

b)

-'

cSL(2,R) and for allze§

a, b<c and d e Z and c

-{(: 2)

We introduce an automorphic factor

by My,z) = 9o(y(z))/3o(z) for every y
c

e T0(Mf)

Mr

= 0 (mod M)

b = 0 (modM)

z) of To (4) determined

e To (4) and for every z e

§ with So(z) = E^-oo e＼nlA and ≪(z)= flo(z/2).

81. Maass Wave Forms of Half Integral Weight

This section is devoted

need later (cf. fill).For a

to summarizing severalfundamental factswhich we

/ g R, we put
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(i-i) nf{z) = y1 df

dz
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W, SfW=y-'a-yp

for every C00 -function f(z) on 9). For

(1-2) f＼＼ny(z)= (cz + d)-nf

(1-4)

where

w≪Ay)
r

V{y;Um) = e-yl2ylY{iyxr e
Jo

az -＼-b

a

)

(*), Dlf(z) = -lf(z)+4rjSlf(z)

function/on § and

for every y

(a b

＼c d

-
c

)
e ro(M),

n e Z(>0), we put

d)
eSL(2,R).

cz + d

Let co be a Dirichletcharactermodulo M. We denote by Jin^{M,(o) the set of

all C°°-functions/ : $j―>C satisfyingconditions

(1-3) (i) f＼＼Hy{z)= co(d)f for every y

(ii) Dnf(z)=Xf(z) and for every a e SL{2,Z), there exist positive

numbers a, b and c depending on the choice of / such that

(iii)＼&{z))≫l2f＼＼n<jiz)＼£aycif 3(z)^6.

Now we take a (a,fi)eC2 such that a^ = A, a+/?=l― n and define a

function Wap(y) on Rx determined by

V(4ny;otJ) if y > 0,

(-4ny)a+p~l V(-4ny; 1 - a, 1 - fi) if j < 0,

-"(1 + tymt1-1 dt for (l,m) e C2 (<R(/) > 0)

and y > 0 and V(y;l,m) is the function given by means of the analytic con-

tinuation with respect to / for (l,m) e C2 (9?(/)^ 0) and y > 0. We denote by

^n^(M,co) the set of all cusp forms / belonging to Jin^x{M,aj>). We have the

following lemma (cf. [1], fill).

Lemma 1.1. The function f(z) eSfntx(M,coi) has a Fourier expansion of the

form

(1-5) f(z)= J2 KP)W*,fi{My)e[itx] (z = x + iy).

veZ-{0}

For≪eZ(≪^ 0) and z e C, put (z)n = z{z + 1)･･■(z + n - 1) (n > 0) and

(z)0 = 1. We call /(z) e ^^(M,c) even if n is even and

(1-6) /(z)= ^ 6(^)^a)/,(/i^)e[/ix] and

/zeZ-{0}

6(/i)= (-l)H/2(a)n/2(a/2^(H) (^<0).
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We may define Hecke operators{T^x wO0}*=1 acting on Sfn^{M,(D) satisfying

(1-7)

and

where

nez-m

b'(fl)=

d＼(m,u),d>0

MeZ-{0}

(o(d)d"-lb(mfi/d2)

b(/i)WaAtiy)e[Mx] (cf. [1]).

Let k be a positive integer. Let N denote a positive integer and i/r0a Diricfalet

character modulo AN. We denote by J^(2k+＼)/2,x'{^^o) tne set °f a^ ^c°"

functions / : 9) ―> C such that

(1-8)

≪ f{y{z)) = M<t)Jo(y z)2k+lf(z)for every y =

(ii)D(^+1)/2/(z) = X'f{z) and for every

(

(* *)
eT0(4N) and ze§

, ) e SL(2,Z), there exist positive
c a)

numbers a', b' and c' depending on the choice of / satisfying the condition

(iii)(5(z)f>2+l>< < az + b＼

cz + d)
(cz + d)^2k+^2 Sa'(3(z)Y if 3(z)^b

We denote by ^k+^/i^'i^^o) the set of all cusp forms / belonging to

-^(2k+＼)/2^i4N^o)-The form / e ^{2k+i)/2,x'(4N^o)has the followingFourier

expansion

(1-9) /(*)
E

fieZ-W}

≪0) Wa, R.{iiy)e[iix] {z = x + /≫,

where 'a(O)= 0 and a',/?'are complex numbers such that a'/?'= X', a'+/?' =

1 - (2k + l)/2 (cf.[1]).We may defineHecke operators{^+1)/M'>0Cp2)}^i

acting on ^nk+n/i^'i^^^o) satisfyingconditions

(1-10)

fieZ-{0＼

a'(fi) = a(p2fi) + if,0(p)(y)"(;)'- a{fi)+ Mp2)p2k-la^'lp2)
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/(z)= J2 a(ji)Wa,^iJLy)e[fixl

fieZ-{0}

where a{n/p2) = 0 if p1)(pt (cf. [1], [6] and [10]).

Let b and b' denote integral ideals of Q and i//a Hecke character of Q whose

conductor divides 4bb＼ Let ^(2k+i)/2,A'(h,b';＼j/)(resp. ^{2k+＼)/2,x'^->^''^)) ^e tne

space of modular forms (resp. modular cusp forms) of half integral weight

{2k + l)/2 given in [1] and [14]. Let ^0 be a Dirichlet character modulo AN such

that ＼jjA-l) = 1. We choose the Hecke character ＼//of Q such that

(1-11) n *m

p＼AN
-G)

k

lAo(fl)"1 for every a e (Z/4NZ)X, ^(z;) = 1

for every pJf4N and ＼j/a(x)= (sgn(x))^ (xeR), where i//p(resp. ＼//a)means the

restrictionof ＼//to the /j-component (resp. the archimedean factor) of the idele

group Q*.

For f'e<f{lk+{)/2^(Z,NZ^), put L(f')(z) = f'(2z). Then the following

mapping is bijective.

(1-12) L : ST(2k+l)/2tAZ,NZ;il,) - ^{2k+i)/2,A^^0).

Let t be a positive integer. We consider a mapping Lr of ^2k+i)/2,i'(^＼^r^'i^)

into y{2k+l)/2^'{Z,NrZ;il/pT) defined by

(1-13) LT(/)(z) =f(rz)xk for every /(z) ^^(Z^Z;^),

where /?Tis the Hecke character associated with the quadratic field Q(^/r).

We put h(z) = Lt(f)(z). The following lemma can be proved by [141.

Lemma 1.2. The notation being as above, the mapping Lx gives a bijectionof

^(2k+i)/2,r(z^NZ^) onto the set

(1-14)

Moreover,

{ neZ-{Q}

a'(n)Wa,^(ny/2)e[nx/2]

^ ^{lk+＼)/lAZ^NxZ^Pr) a'(n) = 0 if x＼n

</,/> = r-{2k+l)/2T<h,hy

}
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where for given two cusp forms /, g of weight I with respect to T, theirinner

</,0> = voi(r＼sr1

{

neZ

･

{0}

d≪z
dxdy

(x

f(z)g(z)3(z)1 d≪z with

/(*)

≪(z),v

P

= 3(*))

J2 <n)W<p,(ny)e[nx}＼

e(-l)kn= 0,＼(4),n^0 J

Pk-la(n)+x2(p)p2k~la(n/p2)

)

(p)

v2

Throughout the rest of the paper we assume that TV"is an odd integer. Let x

be a Dirichlet character modulo N such that x(~1) ―e. Put Xi ―iij)x- We

introduce a subspace ^i2k+＼)/2,i'(N,x)of ^(2k+i)/2,A'(4N'Xi) defined bY

(1-15) &n,^n,>(N.Y) =

f^^(2k+l)/2,A^N,Xl)

We call
y{2k+＼)/2,k'{N,x)the Kohnen's space

of Maass wave forms of weight

(2k + l)/2 and of level TV with character /. For a positiveinteger m, we define a

function f＼U(m) on § by

f＼U(m)(z)= V flM^^-blefd

neZ-{0}

for every function f(z) = J2nP7_ma(n)WaL, p>(ny)e＼nx] on ft. By the same

manner as that of [3, p. 42 and p. 46], we define Hecke operators

(pXN) on yn^ii/-) i'(N,y). We can show the following lemma

Lemma 1.3. The notation being as above, for f(z) = Yl£(-＼)kn=o
U4) n+§

a{n)Wa,^{ny)e[nx＼ e Sr{2k+l)/2tAN,x), f＼T<2k+i),2,x'JP)(z) &**) and

f＼U(p2)(z) (p＼N) belong to ^(2/t+i)/2,/i'(^z)-Moreover, Fourier expansions of

f＼Tek+i)/2,x',x(P)(z)(P*N) and f＼u＼P2){z) (p＼N) are given as follows:

d-16) /ir" ,,,, (p)(z)

E

e(-l) Si = 0,1(4)

a(p2n)+x(p)

(
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Wa,t/l,(ny)e[nx](ptN) and

f＼U(p2)(z) =
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J2 a(p2n)Wa,^(ny)e[nx] (/,|JV),

≪eZ-{O},e(-l)Si=O,1(4)

where ain/p2) means 0 if p2)(n

Observe that T," (p) (P^N) coincides with the restriction of
UUOW＼V """ A(lk+＼)/2,X',xyFJ Vj

§2. Shimura Correspondence and Some Formulas of Theta Integrals

This section is devoted to confirming an integral expression of Shimura

correspondence and key proposition concerning theta integrals which are essential

and useful for

V =

our

H

results. Put

a b＼

c d)
6 M2(Q) trf

y>( V) = {rj : V -> C |r＼is a locally

-} and

constant function in the sence of [14]}

Let rj be an element of ^(V). Define a theta function 0(z, w;rj) on § x § by

(2-1) O(z,w;//)= yll2^{w)-2kY,n{mMke[2-lR[^zM＼

for every (z, w) e § x §, where

[£,w] = [<^,w, w], [£,w, w'] = (cvvvw' + Jw ― aw

R[£,z,w]= (detOz +
^3(w)-2|[£,w]|2

f =
(:

b) and

eV,y = Z(z)

)

Let ＼j/be the Hecke character given in (1-11). We denote by t a positive square

free integer such that

(2-2) t = 2,3 (mod 4) and (t,N) = l.

Put (p = i(/pT with the Hecke character pr associated with the quadratic field

Q(yft-

We put e = 2N and

o[e-＼e} = h: dj
eM2(Q) axe Z,bxe e lZ, cx e eZ and dx e Z >
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Define an element rje6f{V) by

(2-3) tj(x) =

0

E,g(l/2r)Z/2tfZ^(0P*((2fT)M-M

if x $o[e l,e]

otherwise.

341

We may deduce the following proposition by the same method as that of [12]

(cf. Niwa [91, Makdisi [11 and Koiima [61).

Proposition 2.1. For f(z) = £%:-* WWa,iPiny/2)e[nx/2]eSr{2k+l)/2jX,

(Z, NZ; ＼j/),put h{z) = Lr(f)(z). Suppose that ＼j/0,x and ＼//satisfy the conditions (2-

2) and n is a function on V determined by (2-3). Then there exists the even form

(2-4)

#tO) = J2

meZ-{0} ＼d＼m,d>0

Ud)
(-£) "Qdk-la(r(m/d)2) j

Wla,t2fi,{mv)e[mu＼

belonging to &2k,4k'(2N,＼j/l)such that

C'gT{w) =
＼

h(z)R(z,w;r})/2k+^2 d^z
Jr[2,2r7V]＼S

with w = u + iv and C = 22+kikr4N.

Define a mapping ^k%2,^r : ^(2k+i)/2,Az^z'^) ^ ^aA2n^I) b^

(2-5) ^ti)/2iX'tTW)M=9r{w) for every f(z) e y{2k+l)/2,Az,**,*)■

We callit the Shimura correspondence. Since ^2Jc+i)/2x'{N,X) is containedin

^(2Ar+i)/2k'i^N,(^)x), we have the followingdiagram.

(2"6) ^(2k+i)nANa) <=y<2k+i)/2,AWM -^^(Hc+D/zAZ^Z^) with

≪Ao =

[4e＼

By this relation,we may identify element s

f(z) of ^{2k+i)/2,A'{N,x) with those of

Now we impose the following assumption.

(2-7) £=#(-1) satisfies{-l)ks > 0, % is a primitive Dirichlet character

modulo N, f £^2k+i)/2,x'(N,x) *s an eigenfunction of all

Hecke operators T≫k+iy2^,Jp) (p X N) and U{p2) (p＼N), i.e.,

/lr(2*+i)/2x>x(P)(z) = ≪>(p)fV) (P*N) and f＼U(P2)(z) = co(p)f(z)

(p＼N)
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and a(4ro) ^ 0 for some square free positive integer to such that To = 2,3

(mod 4).

We may derive the following lemma in a manner similar to that of Kojima

[81.

Lemma 2.2. Suppose that the notation is the same as that of proposition 2.1

and the assumptions in proposition 2.1 and (2-7) are satisfied.Then

(2-8) W4N>XR , (f)(w)

meZ-{0＼ ＼d＼m,d>0

(?)
X(d)dk'1a(r(m/d)2)

)

W2^^{mv)e＼mu＼

coincideswith an element a(4r)gf(2w)of ^2k wi^NiX2), where w = u-＼-ivand

g(w) Yl b(n)W2xl^'{nv)e[nu}

neZ-{Q}

is an element of ^kA^'i^iX2) sucn that b＼= ＼and dlT^
4^ 2(/?)(M;)

for every prime p.

We can define a function /11/(4) on § by

(2-9) rwmz)

= co(p)g(w)

J2 a(4n)Wx/J/(ny)e[nx} e ^{2k+l)/2^(4N,ilf0)

weZ-{0}

for every f(z) = E≫6z-{o}fl(w)^',/?'McW e ^(2k+i)/2,i'(4N^o)(c/ ^rawra

[10]).Here we impose the furtherassumption on / in (2-7).

(2-10) The Dirichletcharacter y is primitiveand if

/ e ^{2k+＼)l2,k
[an

a ? satifies f'＼T +lMx{1fj (p2) = co(p)f

for every prime p{p)(AxN), then

f'(z) ― cfiz) + c'f＼U(4)(z) for some constants c and

Moreover, we impose the condition that

c'

(2-11) if g'e^2kMiN,X2) satifies gt＼T≫M,i(p)(w)=G>(p)g'(W)

for almost allprime p

then g' is a constant multiple of g and f＼U(4)(z) is not a constant times /(z)



Cz(x) =
0

otherwise

otherwise

{
Va(bx)v*((bxe)) if xeo[e-＼e] and {bxe,ANx) = 1

Proposition 2.4. Suppose that the assumption in Lemma 2.3 is satisfied.

Then we have

Ah{z) + Bh＼U(4)(z)= (@(z,w;r}),g(2w))

Ch(z)+Dh＼U(4)(z) = <R(z,w;(z),g(2w)y

with

where e ―2N. By the same method as that of Shimura [13],we may derive the

followinglemma.

Lemma 2.3. Suppose that N is odd, the conductor of＼j/pTis AN with i//in (2-6)

and the conditions (2-2), (2-7), (2-10), (2-11) and (2-12) are satisfied. Then there are

constants M and M' such that

<0(z,w,CZ),g(2w)} = Mh(z) + M'h＼U(4)(z) with h{z) = LT(f)(z),

where q(w) is the same function aiven in Lemma 2.2.

By virtueof Proposition2.1,Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 and the arguments

in Kojima [81,we may deduce the following proposition.
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where f(z), g(w) and co(p) are the same elements given in Lemma 2.2. We

consider the assuniDtionthat

(2-12) if 2|t, then the conductor of (p is ANt and q>2{＼+4x) = q>2{＼+4x2)

for every x e Z?,

where q>2is the restrictionof (p to Q£ and Zj (resp. Q2) means the ring of all

2-adic integers (numbers).

Let lz and C? denote two elements in £f(V) determined by

(2-13)

and

CZ(x) -
<Pa(bxW{{bxe)) ifx£o[e ＼e]

0
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^'^2^T^t^:">:S!^r^

~ [ [2'27VTjVDj <h,hya>h>y- <h,h'y<h'hy
B = o(4t) C

A=tpa(-l)y(<p)C, B = (Pa(-i)y{(p)D,

where n {resp. C) is the same element given in (2-3) (resp.(2-4)),h'(z) = h＼U(4)(z)

and y(<p) means the Gauss sum of (p.

§3. Rankin's Convolution of Theta Series, Eisenstein Series and Final

Calculation

Put

9(z)

00
E

≪=―on

e[n2z/2] and Lm(s,co) =

00

E

n=＼

co*(nZ)n-s

for each Hecke character co of Q and for each positive integer M, where n

runs over all positive integers such that (n,M) = 1 and co* is the ideal character

associated with co (cf. [14, p. 505]). Let g(w) and h(z) be the same functions

in Lemma 2.3. For a subgroup T of SL(2,Z), we put roo=rn

{*
＼0 I

nez＼

We consider an integral

(3-1)
Jr＼§ h(z)S(z c

z.s+1 2 :k,<p y^+Wdsz (z = x + iy),

where Y = F[2,2zN], C(z, s : k,q>,Y) ― L&,xx{2s, <p)E(z, s :k,(p,Y), C(z, s : k,q>, Y)

and E(z,s : k,ip,Y) means functions given in [14, (4-6) and (4-11)]. By the same

method as that of Shimura [14, p. 542], we may reduced (3-1) to the form

(3-2) L4Nr(2s+l,(p)＼ h(z)S(z)E

Jr＼6
z,s+l 2:A:,^,r)j(2^+1)/2^z

= L4NT(2s + ＼,<p)
f

h(z)$(z)ys+l+k/2d%z

with *F = F[2,2tJV] ＼<F),which implies that the integral (3-1) equals



(3-3)

Since

(00

0
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L4Nt(2s+ l,(p)zk

CO

≪=―00

IT

Jo Jo
meZ-{0＼

a(m) Wa,j>(my/2)e[mx/2]

exp(2mn2{x + iy)/2)ys+1+k/2 d^z

V{y-0L-p)txV{-y/2)y^-xdy =

the integral (3-1) is equal to

(3-4) a(4z)

with

r((j/2) + ≪)r((V2)+jg)

r((s/2) + * + fi)

4t* T(s + (k/2) + oprfr + (fc/2)+ ^)

(2nT2)s+k/2 Y{s+{k/2) + 0L'+p')

L(s,g)

00

£

n=＼

b(n)n s and g(w) =
E

≪eZ-{0}

2-(2s+k)L(2s + k,g)

b{n)W2aL,^{nv)e[nu}

A calculation similar to the above one shows that

(3-5) h'(z)3{z)C(z,s+ 1/2 : k,p, T)/2k+l^2d^z

= a(4z)
Axk T{s + (k/2) + a/)F(5 + jk/2) + p')

(2n^)s+k/2 r(s+(k/2)+oc'+p')

Next we calculate an integral

(3-6)

345

L{2s + k,g).

g(2w)C{w,s + 1/2 : y)E(w,t+ 1/2 :(f>)Z{w)2kd^w

where C{w, s:tp) = C(w, s:k,y, T[2t, 4N]) and E(w, t: (f>)=E(w, t:k,y, F[2t, 4N])

are given in [14, (4-6) and (4-11)].By a method similar to that of [14, p. 550], the

integral (3-6) may be reduced to the form:

(3-7)
Jr[2r,4AnB＼S g(2w)C(wJ+ 1/2 : p)3(w)'+(1+3*)/2d$w

g(2w)C(w,s+ 1/2 : <p)3(w)t+{l+3k)/2d^w
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We recall the following formula (cf.[14, p. 531]).

(3-8) v-s+kl2C(w,s:(p)

= LSNr(2s,<p)+ y((p)(4Nrrl £ (^'"VW))

h'eZ,c'eZ(c'>0)

■<pa(h'/4Nz)e[(c'h'/T)u}Z(v:h'c'/z;s + k/2, s - k/2),

where w = u + iv and

(00

― 00

e[-hx](x + iy)~＼x- iy)~mdx (y > 0, he R,l,me C, I-me Z)

The function £(y,h;l,m) has the following integral expression

£(y,h;l,m)

= im-'(2n)'+mr(l)-lr(mylhl+m-le-2nhy

(y > 0,h > 0,(/,m) e C2, <R(/w)> 0) and

I

Jo

e-4nhyt,t+ly-ltm-ldt

£{y,h;l,m) = ＼h＼l+m-^(＼h＼y,sgn(h);l,m).

Hence, the above integral (3-7) can be rewritten as follows:

(3-9) 2t^){4Nt)-＼ Yl (4Nc'y2s<pa{h')(p*({h'))b{c'h'/2t)

h'eZ,c'eZ(c'>0)

with

f00
W^^i＼c'h'lx＼ sgn(c'h'lT)v)＼tic'/T＼2s

x £(＼h'c'/z＼v,sgnih'c'/r); s + (1 + k)/2, s + (1

x r+(l+3fc)/2^+(l/2)-(*/2)-2̂

g(w) = J2 bin)W2aLl^{nv)e[nu]

neZ-iO}

k)/2)

Since g(w) is even,

cpa{ti)b(c'h'/2T) = (-l)k(-＼)k(2z>)k(2B')kb{＼c'ti/2t|) (h' < 0)
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Hence (3-9) is equal to

(3-10) 2ry(^){4Nty1 J2 {4Nc')-2sr((h>))(h'c;/z)-{s+t+k-l)

h'eZ,c'eZ(h'>0,c'>0)

where

M(s,t,a)

with otia)=

(3-11)

Putting s =

(3-12)

where

xb(c'h'/2r)(h'c'/r)2s-[ ^ M{s,t,a),

ae{±＼}

f00 / k+＼
= aO)

w2*>ap'(mM y'ff; +̂
^r-Jo ＼ I

1

if <t= 1,

(2a%(2/?＼ ifa=-l.

00
£

h'=＼ c

00

l,2z＼c'h

s +

1

We can check that

2

k V+/+*-1^

(cly23iPa(hl)r({h'))b(c'ht/2T)(hlc'/Ty-t-k

= (T)-2s2-s-t~k

00
£

h'=＼

t, the sum (3-11) equals

(2xy2s2-k

l(s, g, <p) =

00
£

n=＼

00 00

E

m=＼ n=＼

00
£

c"=l

V*((hr))b(hfc'')(c'')-s-'-k(h')-t+s~k

(p*{{m))b(mn)m kn 2s k

{2T)-2s2-kLAN{2s + 1^)-1L(2. + k, g)L(k, g,ip＼

q>*((n))c(n)n s and g(w) = E

neZ-{0}

c{n)W2oL,^{nv)e[nu}

The followingformula was verifiedby K. K-Makdisi fl]

(3-13) J2 M(s,s,a)

ae{±＼}

.k(lnVk r(J + (k/2) + a')r(s + (k/2) + jg/)r(a/+ k)T(p' + fe)

1 ' T(s+(l-k)/2)r(s+(l+k)/2)

Employing (3-9), (3-12) and (3-13), we find that

347
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(3-14)

where

g(2w)C

Hisashi Kojima

w,s+＼ 2:w E w,j+l/2,

= A(s)L4N(2s+l,(p) lL(2s + k,g)L(k,g

A{s) = 2ry{^(4Nry＼4N)-2s(2r)-2s2-kik(27i)-k

X

3(w)2kdbw

9)

T(s + (k/2) + a')r(s + (k/2) + $')＼{*'+ k)T{p' + fc)

r(j+(l-ik)/2)r(j+(l+A:)/2)

Exchanging the order of integration,we have

(3-15)

where

M'{w,s)

<0(2, w- Cz),^(2w)> 9(z)C(z,s + 1/2 : fc

Jr[2,2T#]＼s
vol(r[2r,4N}＼%)-1

x 3(w)2k dbw
}

{

(p,T[2,2xN})y^k+l^2d^z

0(z, w; Cz)g{2w)

&(z)C{z,s+l/2 : k,^r[2,2TN])/2k+l)/2d^z

= vol(r[2r,47V]＼§)-1
f

Jr[2,2i7V]＼§

x C(z,j+ 1/2 : k^)y(2k+l)/2d^z

= <M'(w,s),g(2w)y

r

Jr＼2,2rN}＼?>

S(z)R(z,w;Cz)

g(2w)3(W)2k d≪w

fl(z)0(z,w; Cz)C(z,5 + 1/2 : *,^, T[2,2rN])/2k+^2 d^z

For a function p(z) on § and a a =

(cz + d)~l.Observing that

(3-16)

we obtain

C(z,s :k,y,r＼2,2TN})

= LAtN{2s,(p)

fa b

＼c d
) e SL(2,R), p＼＼i(j(z)means p{a(z))

aeF[2,2xN]x＼r[2,2rN]

^((TO^K:)



1

0 if b e Q - Z

2k-2t

if beZ

CD

(3-17)

where
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M＼w,s) = Unt(2s+1,v)
I

3(z)R(z,w;Cz)ys+l+{k/2)d?,z

= B(s)LANx(2s + 1, <p)S'(w, s)

B(s)

S＼w,s)

= 2

2*+(A:+l)/2

ns+(k+l)/2

E

(o,b)eX

T(s + (k+l)/2)

Cz(<rMb)[oM~k

X={(a,b)e Vx Q＼a # 0,-deter

(3-18) f Ch(z)9

= *(4t)

2tN]＼?>

(2nx2)s+kl2

(C2-(2s+V+D)L(2s + k,g)

Jr[2,2tN]＼i,

X 9(z)C

<c(z,w;(z),#(2w)>

z,s+ 1

= B(s)L4Nr{2s + l,(pKS'(w,s),g(2w)}

By [14, (7.9a) and (7.13)1, we have

(3-19) S'(w,s) =

T'(w,s -

0

(-1)" E

qe2NZ/ANZ

349

[oyw＼

3(W)

b2}, fi(b)-
{

and t' = s+(l+k)/2.

Combining Proposition 2.4 with (3-4), (3-5), (3-15) and (3-17), we may

deduce that

z)C{z,s+ 1/2 : k,^r＼2,2rN])y^2k+l)/2d^z

Dh'{z)9{z)C(z,s + 1/2 : k,^T[2,2rN])y{2k+1)/2 dbz

Axk T(s + (k/2) + ol')T(s + (k/2) + fi')

T{s+{k/2)+ *'+?)

2:k,^T[2,2TN})/2k+^2d,z

T'{w,s)＼＼2kW(q) and

= (2N)2sC(w,s;y)E(w,s;v) with W(q) =
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Employing (3-14) and (3-19),we derive

(3-20) <M'(wJ),g(2w)}

= W)L4NT(2s+l,(p)(~l)k(2N)2s+l

J2 C{w,s+＼/2-(p)E{w)s+ll2](p)＼＼2kW{q),g{2w))

e2NZ/4NZ /

= 2{-＼)kB{s)LANx{2s+ l,(p)(2N)2s+l

x <C(w,s + l/2](p)E{w,s+ l/2;v),g(2w)>

= 2(-l)kW)(2N)2s+lA(s)yol(T[2T,4N}＼9>)-1

x L(2s + k,g)L(k,g,y).

From thisequalityand (3-18),we conclude that

(3-21) a(4r)
4t*

(2m2)s+k/2

= (-!)*≪(■

(C2~{2s+k)+ D)

2s+(k+＼)/2

7^+(k+l)/2

y
2N)2s+lzy(<p)

x (4Nr)-l(4Ny2s{2T)-2s2-kik(27iykr(a' + k)

x T{fi'+ k) vol(r[2t,4N]＼%ylL(k, g,if).

Putting 2s + k = 0, we may deduce that

(3-22)

g(4t)(C + D)

= {-＼)krt$J2l/2ikn-k-{lMr(a' + k)T(P' + k) vol(r[2r, 4N]＼§>)~1L(k,g,(p)

By Proposition 2.4, we see that

(3-23) C + D = ^) V0'(r[2'2N^)~' C'Er-W with
W-i)yM)

p
<6f(2w),g(2w)>≪//,//>-</,/≫ + <g(w),6f(2vv)>≪/,/>-</,//≫

where/'(z)=/|£/(4)(z)
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Consequently, by (3-22) and (3-23),we conclude the followingtheorem.

Theorem. Let the notation he as above. Suppose the assumption in Lemma

x r(a' + k)nfi' + k)(<pa(-l)rtf))L(k,g,ij>)
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